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ABSTRACT 
M. Fiedler recently introduced the following question. What is the optimal 
distribution of nonnegative weights (with total sum one) among the edges of a given 
graph, so that the spectral radius of the resulting adjacency matrix is minimum? He 
himself has shown that the optimum solution is achieved by some decomposition of 
the given graph G into a collection of mutually vetex disjoint odd cycles and balanced 
bipartite subgraphs which maximizes a certain objective function. We present a 
polynomial time algorithm which finds this decomposition. Our approach is related to 
matching theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A bipartite graph (V, U V,, E) with the bipartition (V,,V,> is said to be 
(relatively) balanced if 
IW,l Iv,1 
Iw,l %q 
for every W, c V, and W, = {v 1 uv E E for some u E W,}. The notion of a 
balanced bipartite graph was introduced in [2]. In particular, the graph K, is 
balanced. We will often denote a bipartite graph (V, U V,, E) simply by its 
bipax-tition (V,, Vz>. 
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Let us call a graph G, basic if each of its components is either an odd 
cycle or a balanced bipartite graph. If G, is a basic graph with components 
C,, C,, . . . > C, (odd cycles) and (A,, B,), . . . , (A,, B,) (balanced bipartite 
graphs), we set 
R(GO) = i ,$ IciI+ 5 &ijj@. 
t-1 i=l 
For a general graph G = (V, E), we define R(G) = max R(G,), where the 
maximum is taken over all basic subgraphs G, of G. [The definition is 
correct, since R(G) is nondecreasing with respect to adding an edge.] 
The paper is motivated by the following result of M. Fiedler [3]. Let 
G = (V, E) be a fixed graph. Let r(G) be defined as 
r(G) = i$p(C) 
where p(C) is the spectral radius of C, and the minimum is taken over all 
nonnegative symmetric matrices C = (c,,) with Xi < jcij = 1 and cij > 0 only 
if rj is an edge of G. 
THEOREM 1 
least one edge. 
Hence, the 
subgraph G, of 
131. We have r(R) = l/R(G) f&- every graph G with at 
problem of computing r(G) reduces to finding a basic 
G with R(G,) maximum. We will call such a basic subgraph 
an optimum jactur. When the optimum factor G, is found, the edge weights 
realizing the minimum spectral radius r = r(G) are defined as follows: 
if e E E(G) \E(G,), 
if e belongs to an odd cycle in G,. 
For each balanced bipartite graph (A, B) which is a component of G,, 
the edge weights are defined as a feasible solution to the following linear 
constraints: 
i~ece=r(l~l/14~1~ iEA, 
c c, = r(lAl/ lBl)-‘, j E B, 
jse 
c, >, 0 foralledges eof(A,B). 
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A feasible solution to this problem exists, since (A,B) is balanced (see [2]). 
In particular, we have c, = l/r when (A, B) is isomorphic to K,. 
It appears that the search for an optimum factor of G can be facilitated 
with the help of matching theory. For the reader’s convenience, we recall 
some standard definitions and the Edmonds-Gallai structure theorem. The 
notions not defined here can be found in [6]. 
Let G = (V, E) be a fixed graph. A set of M c E of edges is a matching if 
the edges in M are pairwise disjoint. A matching is maximum if (MI is 
maximum, it is pe$xt if it saturates all vertices of G, and it is near per&t 
if it saturates all vertices of G but one. A graph G is said to be critical if 
G\x has a perfect matching whenever a vertex x is deleted. For a subset 
U c V, we denote by G[V] the subgraph of G induced on U. The structure 
of maximum matchings of a graph is described by the following theorem. 
T~IEOREM 2 [l, 41. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and let 
0 = {u E Vlu is unsaturated by some maximum matching}, 
I = { u E V \ 0111 is adjacent to some u E 0} , 
P=V\(OUZ). 
Then: 
(1) Every component of G[O] is critical. 
(2) A matching M is maximum $and only if 
(a) M induces a pelfect matching in G[ P], 
(b) M induces a near-pegect matching on each component 
of G[ 01, and 
(c) for each u E 1 there is some v E 0 with uv E M. 
The partition (O,l, P> of V is called the Edmona%-Gallai decomposition 
of the graph G. A subgraph F of G is called a fractional matching if each 
component of F is either an odd cycle or a single edge. (The relation of 
fractional matchings to the Edmonds-Gallai decomposition is studied in [7].) 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN OPTIMUM FACTOR 
If a basic factor G, contains a balanced component (Ai, Bi) with IAil = 
IBiIp then (Ai.Bi) can be replaced by a perfect matching in it. Hence it is 
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sufficient to look for a basic factor consisting of a fractional matching and 
components (Ai, Bi) with ]A,]/ ]Bi] > 1. 
It is not difficult to show (see [3]) that B(G) < IVl/2, and the equality 
holds if and only if G has a perfect fractional matching. It is well known that 
the maximum fractional matching can be found in polynomial time (see [6, 
71). Thus if G has a perfect fractional matching, an optimum basic factor is 
found. However, the maximum fractional matching need not be a part of the 
optimum factor in general. 
We construct an optimum factor as follows. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, 
and let (0, I, P) be its Edmonds-Gallai decomposition. Let 0, denote the set 
of isolated vertices of G[O]. (If 0, is empty, then G has a perfect fractional 
matching.) Let us consider the bipartite graph H = (0, U I, E’), where E’ is 
the set of edges between 0, and 1. Now, we will successively define 
balanced bipartite subgraphs of H by the following procedure: 
1. Set i := 0, y := O,, and V, := 1. 
2. For a set W C Vi, denote I(W) := {u E V, 1 o is adjacent to some u E W}. 
If ]W]/ II(W)] < 1 for all W cV,, then go to step 5. 
3. Set i := i + 1, and define (Ai,Bi) as the pair (W, I(W)) for which 
]W]/ II(W)] is maximum. 
4. Set V, :=V,\A, and V, :=Vaz\Bi, and go to step 2. 
5. Set s := i, A := lJ Ai, and B := lJ Bi. 
The following Theorem 3 states that the procedure constructs a basic 
factor. The optimality of the obtained basic factor is established by 
Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 3. Let (Ai, Bi), i = l,.. ., s (s = 0 is possible), be the bipartite 
subgraphs of H constructed by the above procedure. Then 
(i) each (Ai, Bi), i = 1,. . . , s, is balanced; 
(ii> IA,l/IB,l a - 1. a IA,I/IB,I; 
(iii) the graph G\(A U B) h as a perfect fractional matching F. 
THEOREM 4. The basic factor G* fkrmed by the balanced bipartite 
subgraphs (A,,B,), i = l,..., s, constructed by the procedure and the frac- 
tional matching F of G\(A U B) is optimum. 
We prove only Theorem 3 in this section; the proof of Theorem 4 is 
postponed to the next section. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Parts (i) and (ii) immediately follow from the 
construction and the definition of a balanced bipartite graph. We prove part 
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(iii). Set U = O,\A. Since lWl/ Ir(W)l < 1 for every set W c U when the 
algorithm stops, there is a matching M, in (U, I> that saturates U. Let M; be 
an arbitrary maximum matching of G. In particular, ML saturates all vertices 
in Z by Theorem 2. Denote by M, c ML the edges of ML which are incident 
to a vertex in IQ. We observe that M2 is disjoint with A, since the vertices 
of A are adjacent only to B. Now, let M c M, U M, be a matching that 
saturates both U and Z\B. The existence of such a matching M is ensured 
e.g. by the Dulmage-Mendelson theorem; see [5]. It remains to show that M 
can be completed to a perfect fractional matching of G\(A U B). Let M, be 
a perfect matching of G[P]. If K is a component of G[O\O,], then K is a 
nontrivial critical graph. The matching M saturates at most one vertex in 
each K, since M was obtained from a maximum matching. Let us define a 
fractional matching FK for every K as follows. 
If K contains one vertex u of M, let FK be a perfect matching of K\x; if 
K is disjoint with M, let FK be a perfect fractional matching (it is well 
known that every nontrivial critical graph has a perfect fractional matching, 
using only one odd cycle; see [i’]). 
Finally, set F := M U M, U U{F,I K a component of G[O\O,]}. Thus, 
we have found a perfect fractional matching of G\(A U B). n 
We show that the basic factor G* is constructed in polynomial time. Let 
n be the number of vertices of G. The Edmonds-Gallai decomposition 
(0, I, P) of a graph can be found in 0(n3) time by the Edmonds matching 
algorithm (see, e.g. [S]). A subp ro bl em that one must solve in order to carry 
out steps 2 and 3 is the following: Given a bipartite graph H = (Vi U Vs,, E), 
find a subset W c V, such that I WI/ lr(W)l is maximum. 
We show a reduction of this problem to the bipartite network flow 
problem. Given an E > 0, let N, be the network obtained from H as follows. 
The vertex set of N, is V, U V, U (r, t}, where r and t are the source and the 
sink, respectively. The directed arcs are the following: ru, u E Vi, with 
capacity 1; uv, u E Vi, v E Va,, with unbounded capacity; and vt, v E Vs,, with 
capacity E. We have 
LEMMA 5. The network N, admits an (r, t) flow of value IV,/ if and only 
if IWl/ IlYW)l Q E fm every W C Vi. 
Hence, what we need is to find the minimum E > 0 for which N, admits 
an (r, t) flow of value lV,l. Such an E can be found by binary search as 
follows. Set u := n (the upper bound) and 1 := 0 (the lower bound). With a 
current u and 1, test whether the network Nr admits an (r, t) flow of value 
IV,1 for f = (u + 1)/2. If it d oes, set u := f otherwise, I := f. Repeat the 
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procedure until u - 1 < ]V,]-2. Th en there exists a unique rational number 
p/q with p < IV,] and 9 < IV21 and Z< p/9 < U. Hence E = p/9. 
We need O(log n> repetitions of the max-flow algorithm to determine 
p/9. Hence the set W with ] W I/ IF(W)] maximum can be found in 
O(ne log2 n) time, where e is the number of edges, since there is an 
O(ne log n) algorithm for the max-flow problem (see [6]). There are at most n 
balanced subgraphs in G,; hence we have an O(n2e log2 n> time algorithm to 
find the optimum factor, because the other steps, like the construction of the 
fractional matching, can be done in 0(n3> time. 
3. THE PROOF OF OPTIMALITY 
The purpose of this section is to prove that the basic factor G* con- 
structed in the previous section is optimum. We need to prove first an 
auxiliary result formulated in Theorem 7. 
LEMMA 6. L.etp,q,xbereaZs, andF(y)=fi+d(p-x)(9-y) fw 
0 < y < 9. The function F(y) is strictly concave, and the minimum is attained 
fw y satisfying x/y = (p - x)/(9 - y). 
Proof. Consider the second derivative F”( y>. n 
Let S=(a, ,..., a,,b, ,..., b,) be an ordered set where ai are integers, bi 
arereals,and l<a,/b,< **a Q a1 /b,. Put a = Ca, and b = Ebi. We set 
If I = Cf(i) for a mapping f on {l,.. ., s). We say that a pair (f, g) of 
mappings on (1, . . , s} is admissible if 
(i) f is integer-valued, and 
(ii) 0 <f(i) < ai and 0 < g(i) d bi for all i = 1,. . ., s. 
We say that a system D={(f,,g,),..., ( fk, gk)} of admissible pairs is a 
decomposition of S if 
2&(i)=ai and 5 gj(i)<bi for i=l,...,s. 
j=l j=l 
The cost c(D) of a decomposition D is defined as 
C(D) = 5 (IfiIIgil)-I+: 
i=l 
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Using Lemma 6, it is easy to show that the maximum cost of a decomposition 
of S is &&. 
We say that an admissible pair (f, g:) is balanced if 
for all i = 1,. . . , s with f(i) # 0. A decomposition D is called balanced if 
every pair <fi, gi) of D is balanced. “Balanced decomposition” is abbreviated 
as b-decomposition. We say that a b-decomposition D of S is optimum if the 
cost c(D) is maximum. 
Let us define a b-decomposition D * = ((fi*, g,T)l i = 1,. . , s} as follows: 
f;*(i)=a, and g*(i)=b, for i=l,...,s, and fi*(j)=g*(j)=O for i#j. 
Clearly, the cost of a3, * is 
c(D*) = i j&K. 
i=l 
THEOREM 7. The decomposition D * is optimum. 
Proof. Assume that the statement of the theorem is not valid. Let S and 
D = ((fi, g,)(i = 1,. . . , k} be a counterexample with a = Cai minimum. 
CLAIM. We may assume, without loss of generality, that UJ contains a 
pair, say (f,, gi), such that f,(l) = Ifi1 [i.e., f,(i) = 0 for i > 11, g,(l) = IgIl, 
and Ifll/lg,I > al/b,. 
In order to prove this claim, we show first that there must be a pair 
(fi,, gi,) E D such that &Cl) f 0 and Ifi,I/ Igi,I > ~1 /b,. [If If,I/ IgiI < 
a1 /b, for all i, then C&(l) = a, implies Cgi(l>> b,.l We may assume 
i, = 1, and we split the pair (fi,gl) into two pairs (f;,g;> and (f;‘,g’;) as 
follows. Set x = f#, and y = f,(lIgll/ Ifib i.e. X/Y = l_f,l/ IgIl. Define 
f;(l) =x, g’,(l) = Y> 
f;(i) = gi( i) = 0 for i > 1, 
and 
f;:=fi-f; and g’; := gl - g;. 
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Clearly, both <f;, g;) and (f;, g’,‘) are balanced, and the claim is proved. We 
have to distinguish several cases. 
Case 1. x/y = a, /b, and x = a,. Then D’ = D\(fi, gr) is a balanced 
decomposition of (a,, . . . ,a,, b,, . . ., b,), which provides a smaller counterex- 
ample. 
Case 2. x/y=a,/b, and ~<a,. Set a’,=a,--r and b’,=b,-y. 
Then [ID’ = D\(f,, gi) IS a balanced decomposition of (a;, a2,. . ,a,, b;, b,, 
. . , ,b,), which provides a smaller counterexample. 
Case 3. x/y>a,b, anda-x<b-y. Wehave 
c(D) = c(D\(f,, g,))+ c(fl, g,) G \/(a - x)(b - Y) + fi. 
Set y’ = xb,/a,. It is easy to see that y’ =G b,. Let us define D’ = 
{(f’, g1Mf2, g”N by 
f’(1) =r, g’(l) = y’. and f’(i)=g’(i)=O for i=2,...,s; 
f”( 1) = a, - x and g2(I) = b, - y’; 
f”(i) = ai and g”(i) = bi for i=2 s. ,...’ 
It is not difficult to check that both pairs <f’, g’) and <f’, g2) are balanced, 
and hence D’ is a b-decomposition with c(D’) = \/( a - x)( b - y’) + m. 
We have c(D) < c(D’) by Lemma 6, since 
a-x a-x’ x x 
b_y<b-y”~<;’ 
Cased. x/y>a,/b, anda-x>b- y. Let r betheminimum i for 
which 
a, + a2 + -. . + ai - x ai+l 
b,+b,+ ... +bi- y ‘b,+l’ 
Define a’,. and b: by a’,. = - x +E;=lai and b: = - y +C;=,b,. We need the 
following lemma 8, whose proof is left to the reader. 
aI 
LEMMA 8 
(i) We have l<a,/b,< ... ~a~+~/b~+~<a’,./b:. 
(ii) ITA (f, g) be balanced on S =(a, ,..., a,, b, ,..., b,), and let f(l)< 
- x and g(1) < b, - y. Let (f’, g’) be a pair ofmappings on {p, T- + 1,. . , ~1 
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defined by 
f’(r)= kf(i) and g’(r) = kg(i), 
i=r i=r 
f’(i) =f(i) and g’(i) = g(i) for i=r+l,...,s. 
Then (f’, g’) is a balanced pair on {a’,., a,,,, . . . , a,, b:, b,+l,. . . , b,l. 
Let us define the decomposition D’ of S’ = (a’,.,a,+, ,..., a,, b>, b,+, ,..., b,) 
as the system of those (f ‘, g’) which are obtained from the pairs (f, g) E 
D\(fl, gi) by the construction described in Lemma 8. One can check that 
D’ is a b-decomposition of S’. Since S’ is smaller than S by x, we know that 
D’, is optimum on S’, i.e. c(UY) < c(D’, ). Let us define a pair (f r, g’) on 
{I,. . . > 4 by 
f’(l)=a,-xr, g’(l)=b,-y, 
f’(i) = a,, 
f’(i) =O, 
g’(i) = bi for i=2 r, ,..., 
g’(i) =0 for i=r+l,...,s. 
Let D, =((fl, gl),(fr, g’),(f~+l,g,*,,),...,(f,*, g,*N. Clearly, c(D,)= 
&I-J’,)+ &, and hence c(D,) > c(D). We show that one can slightly modify 
the first two pairs <f,, gl), (f r, g’) in order to increase the cost. by the 
definition of r, we have 
a,+a,+ *” +a,-LX Ui+l 
b, + b, + . . . + bi - y < bi+l 
for every i = 1,. . . , r - 1. Hence, we can augment y to 5 := y + 6 by some 
(sufficiently small) S > 0 so that the above inequality is preserved for 
i=l ,...,r-1, and so that x/Y>a,/b, is still valid. Let (fi,g,> and 
(jr, jj’) be defined by th e same formulas as (f,, gl) and (f r, g’) but with ij 
instead of y. Then (f,, El> and (fr, g’) are balanced pairs, and the cost of 
{(fi, g,>,(f’, g’)} is greater than that of CCf,, glX(f “, g’)). Hence 
c(D,) > c(D,) > c(D), 
where D, ={(~l,gl>,(~‘,g’),(f~~,,g,*,,),...,(f,*,g,*)} is a b-decomposi- 
tion, which contradicts the choice of D. n 
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Proof of Them-em 4. We prove the optimality of the basic factor G*. Let 
G* be the basic factor constructed by the algorithm, and G, be some other 
basic factor. We will show that R(G,) < R(G*) holds. Let us set ai = lAil 
and bi = lB,l for i = 1,. . . , s, where (Ai, Bi) are the balanced bipartite graphs 
fromTheorem3,and A= tJAi and B= tJBi.Set S=(a, ,..., a,,b ,,..., b,), 
and observe that we have 
c(D,)+f\V\(AuB)(=R(G*). 
Let (X,Y> be a balanced bipartite subgraph of G. We will derive a 
balanced pair (f, g) from (X,Y) as follows. Let % = X n A, and 5 = 
IYlj%j/lXj. Define 
f(i)=IXnAJ for i=l 1..., s, 
i 
IY n BiI if IYn~iBj~~l, 
i-l 
0 if Yn U Bj aij. 
\ I I j-1 
Clearly, we have IfI = I??i and Igl = ij, and one can check that (f, g) is a 
balanced pair on S = (a,, . . . , a,, b,, . . . , b,). 
Now, let D be the set of balanced pairs <f, g) derived by the above 
construction from the balanced bipartite subgraphs (X,Y) which are compo- 
nents of G,. We have 
where c(D) Q c(D *) holds by Theorem 7. Hence Theorem 4 is proved. n 
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